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8.1 Segment Routing 
Segment Routing (SR) is a relatively new technology pioneered by Cisco that is meant to reduce state in 
MPLS core networks. One can use SR to replace LDP and RSVP-TE wholesale provided it is supported. 
The idea is that individual nodes and adjacencies have segment IDs (SIDs), and each segment has label 
bindings. This allows traffic to traverse the network encapsulated inside MPLS and individual links can be 
elected by the headend by way of specifying specific segment labels. There are other SIDs, also, but 
those are the main two. Right now it is only supported in XR and only for IS-IS IPv4. A SR mapping server 
can be used for LDP/SR interworking during migrations or pilot scenarios, which is demonstrated later. 
 
You cannot configure prefix-sids on transit links at this time. Support for this feature may be introduced 
in later code versions. 
 
! XRv11 

router isis 1 

 interface GigabitEthernet0/0/0/0.512 

  address-family ipv4 unicast 

   prefix-sid index 512 

!!% Not supported (Success): Nodal Segment configuration is only allowed for 

Loopback Interfaces 

 
The SRGB (segment routing global block) must not overlap with the global MPLS label range allocation. 
The SRGB has a specific purpose which is explicitly different than the global MPLS label range and is 
discussed more later. 
 
! XRv11 

RP/0/0/CPU0: isis[1006]: %ROUTING-ISIS-4-SRGB_ALLOC_FAIL : SRGB allocation 

failed: 'SRGB reservation not successful for [91000,91999], srgb=(91000 

91999, SRGB_ALLOC_CONFIG_PENDING, 0x1) (So far 16 attempts). Make sure label 

range is free'  

 
A basic network diagram is shown below. All XR routers are SR-aware and are also configured for RSVP-
TE. The XE routers are LDP-aware; XRv14 will perform the SR-to-LDP interworking. 
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The ISIS database will show all of the SR information. Some information is harder to see than others, and  
XRv11's LSP is shown below. Notice that the adjacency SID's are allocated from the global MPLS range, 
not the SRGB, and are placed in a simple table. The SRGB is designed for node SIDs only while the global 
MPLS label range supports the adjacency SIDs. The node SID is a little harder to decode; the "Prefix-SID 
Index" assigned to the router's loopback 11.11.11.11/32 is statically configured under the interface 
within IS-IS. It can be absolute as a label within the SRGB (like 81011) or a relative index value to be 
added to the SRGB lower bound (like 11). Every other router, when allocating a label for 11.11.11.11/32, 
will take its locally configured SRGB lower-bound number and add it to the destination index in 
question. For example, if XRv13's SRGB is 83000 - 83999 and traffic is destined for XRv11's loopback, 
XRv13 will allocate a label value of 83011 (83000 + 11) for the prefix 11.11.11.11/32. This process is 
repeated until labels are allocated for all other routers for which SR is enabled. The network diagram is 
shown below, along with the initial verifications. 
 
RP/0/0/CPU0:XRv14#show isis database verbose XRv11.00-00 

IS-IS 1 (Level-2) Link State Database 

LSPID                 LSP Seq Num  LSP Checksum  LSP Holdtime  ATT/P/OL 

XRv11.00-00           0x0000000d   0xd5de        888             0/0/0 

  Area Address: 00 

  NLPID:        0xcc 

  Hostname:     XRv11 

  IP Address:   11.11.11.11 

  Router Cap:   11.11.11.11, D:0, S:0 

    Segment Routing: I:1 V:0, SRGB Base: 81000 Range: 1000 

  Metric: 10         IS-Extended XRv12.01 

  Metric: 10         IS-Extended XRv12.01 

    LAN-ADJ-SID: F:0 B:0 V:1 L:1 S:0 weight:0 

      --------------------------------------------------- 

      | Hostname                  | Adjacency Sid       | 

      |-------------------------------------------------| 

      | XRv12                     | 91002               | 

      |-------------------------------------------------| 

  Metric: 10         IS-Extended XRv13.03 

  Metric: 10         IS-Extended XRv13.03 

    LAN-ADJ-SID: F:0 B:0 V:1 L:1 S:0 weight:0 

      --------------------------------------------------- 

      | Hostname                  | Adjacency Sid       | 

      |-------------------------------------------------| 

      | XRv13                     | 91005               | 

      |-------------------------------------------------| 

  Metric: 0          IP-Extended 11.11.11.11/32 

    Prefix-SID Index: 11, R:0 N:1 P:0 E:0 V:0 L:0 

  Metric: 10         IP-Extended 12.0.0.0/24 

  Metric: 10         IP-Extended 13.0.0.0/24 

 
The SRGB ranges do not need to be unique across routers, and in many cases should not be. This 
guarantees that the same label value can be used between pairs of nodes, since everyone adds the 
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prefix-SID index with the SRGB lower bound. Here are two quick examples where XRv12 was configured 
with the same SRGB as XRv11 (81000 - 81999). Notice the same label value is used for each hop. The 
routers along the path just perform a swap for the same label value; it is possible there is some 
hardware optimization to perform no operation at all but this is beyond the scope of our analysis. For 
troubleshooting, having unique label values with meaningful numbers per node is desirable. This is 
probably not supportable in a large-scale network, but good for learning and lab use. 
 
RP/0/0/CPU0:XRv14#traceroute 13.13.13.13 

Type escape sequence to abort. 

Tracing the route to 13.13.13.13 

 

 1  24.0.0.12 [MPLS: Label 81013 Exp 0] 19 msec  29 msec  19 msec  

 2  12.0.0.11 [MPLS: Label 81013 Exp 0] 19 msec  19 msec  19 msec  

 3  13.0.0.13 19 msec  *  39 msec 

 
RP/0/0/CPU0:XRv13#traceroute 14.14.14.14 

Type escape sequence to abort. 

Tracing the route to 14.14.14.14 

 

 1  13.0.0.11 [MPLS: Label 81014 Exp 0] 109 msec  39 msec  29 msec  

 2  12.0.0.12 [MPLS: Label 81014 Exp 0] 19 msec  29 msec  19 msec  

 3  24.0.0.14 29 msec  *  29 msec  

 
The prefix-SIDs must be unique based on the way labels are allocated. In this example, XRv14's index has 
been set to 11, the same as XRv11. Nothing looks wrong from XRv14's perspective, as it has a label for 
11.11.11.11/32 via XRv12. 
 
RP/0/0/CPU0:XRv14#show cef ipv4 11.11.11.11 

[snip] 

   via 24.0.0.12, GigabitEthernet0/0/0/0.524, 11 dependencies, weight 0, 

class 0 [flags 0x0] 

    path-idx 0 NHID 0x0 [0xa0e87154 0x0] 

    next hop 24.0.0.12 

    local adjacency 

     local label 94004      labels imposed {82011} 

 
When XRv12 receives traffic with label 82011, PHP is performed, and XRv11 receives the traffic. 
 
P/0/0/CPU0:XRv12#sh mpls for labels 82011 

Local  Outgoing    Prefix             Outgoing     Next Hop        Bytes        

Label  Label       or ID              Interface                    Switched     

------ ----------- ------------------ ------------ --------------- ---------- 

82011  Pop         No ID              Gi0/0/0/0.512 12.0.0.11       3636         

 
The reverse LSP is broken since XRv12 cannot program the same label value out of multiple interfaces at 
the same time, so XRv11 has no label to reach XRv14. Normally the label would have to be 82011, which 
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is the same as what was used in the opposite direction. XRv12 allocated the correct label for XRv11 first, 
so the incorrect label for XRv14 (which should have been 82014) was not allocated. 
 
RP/0/0/CPU0:XRv11#show cef ipv4 14.14.14.14 

[snip] 

   via 12.0.0.12, GigabitEthernet0/0/0/0.512, 13 dependencies, weight 0, 

class 0 [flags 0x0] 

    path-idx 0 NHID 0x0 [0xa0fec2a4 0x0] 

    next hop 12.0.0.12 

    local adjacency 

     local label 91000      labels imposed {None} 

 
As soon as the discrepancy is fixed (XRv14's prefix-sid for loopback0 is set back to 14), the LSP is 
operational. 
 
RP/0/0/CPU0:XRv11#show cef ipv4 14.14.14.14 

[snip] 

   via 12.0.0.12, GigabitEthernet0/0/0/0.512, 11 dependencies, weight 0, 

class 0 [flags 0x0] 

    path-idx 0 NHID 0x0 [0xa0fec2f8 0x0] 

    next hop 12.0.0.12 

    local adjacency 

     local label 91000      labels imposed {82014} 

 
RSVP-TE can coexist with SR. In a basic configuration as we have currently, SR has replaced LDP but has 
not provided any TE capability (called SR-TE). If an RSVP-TE tunnel is built between any pair of routers 
that does not terminate on the remote PE, then LDP is typically enabled on the tunnel to create a 
targeted session between the head and tail ends. This is to exchange a label binding for the remote PE’s 
loopback, which ensures the bottom label is not exposed to core routers too early. In this example, we 
build a basic RSVP-TE tunnel using an explicit path from XRv11 to XRv12 via XRv13. The IGP costs would 
normally not route this way, which necessitates the use of a TE tunnel. 
 
! XRv11 

explicit-path name XRV13 

 index 10 next-address strict ipv4 unicast 13.13.13.13 

 index 20 next-address strict ipv4 unicast 12.12.12.12 

 

interface tunnel-te18 

 ipv4 unnumbered Loopback0 

 destination 12.12.12.12 

 autoroute announce 

 path-option 5 explicit name XRV13 

 
XRv12 is the tail end and allocates implicit-null towards XRv13, telling it to perform PHP. This should 
reveal the SR label for XRv14's loopback, which was learned via IS-IS. 
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RP/0/0/CPU0:XRv12#show mpls traffic-eng tunnels  

LSP Tunnel 11.11.11.11 18 [2] is signalled, Signaling State: up 

  Tunnel Name: XRv11_t18 Tunnel Role: Tail 

  InLabel: GigabitEthernet0/0/0/0.523, implicit-null 

  [snip] 

 
XRv13 is the midpoint and performs PHP. It allocates label 93003 towards the head end, which is XRv11. 
 
RP/0/0/CPU0:XRv13#show mpls traffic-eng tunnels  

LSP Tunnel 11.11.11.11 18 [2] is signalled, Signaling State: up 

  Tunnel Name: XRv11_t18 Tunnel Role: Mid 

  InLabel: GigabitEthernet0/0/0/0.513, 93003 

  OutLabel: GigabitEthernet0/0/0/0.523, implicit-null 

 

XRv11 is the head and pushes 93003 as the top label in the stack, assuming 14.14.14.14/32 is reachable 
via the TE tunnel. Notice that the "detail" keyword must be used with the show command to reveal the 
label on the head end (without looking directly at the RSVP RESV messages). 
 
RP/0/0/CPU0:XRv11#sh mpls traffic-eng tunnels detail | begin Current LSP Info 

  Current LSP Info:  

    Instance: 2, Signaling Area: IS-IS 1 level-2 

    Uptime: 15:01:40 (since [snip]) 

    Outgoing Interface: GigabitEthernet0/0/0/0.513, Outgoing Label: 93003 

 
Auto-route announce is configured on the tunnel, so the router is gleaned via IS-IS despite the LSPDB 
not revealing an adjacency. 
 
RP/0/0/CPU0:XRv11#show route ipv4 unicast 14.14.14.14/32 

Routing entry for 14.14.14.14/32 

  Known via "isis 1", distance 115, metric 20, type level-2 

  Routing Descriptor Blocks 

    12.12.12.12, from 14.14.14.14, via tunnel-te18 

      Route metric is 20 

  No advertising protos.  

 
The FIB shows the SR label for XRv14's loopback, which is the sum of XRv14's prefix SID for its loopback0 
and the SRGB lower-bound of XRv12 (tunnel tail). This is the equivalent of an LDP label learned via the 
TE-tunnel, advertised by XRv12 to represent its label for XRv14's loopback. 
 
RP/0/0/CPU0:XRv11#show cef ipv4 14.14.14.14/32 

[snip] 

   via 12.12.12.12, tunnel-te18, 9 dependencies, weight 0, class 0 [flags 

0x0] 

    path-idx 0 NHID 0x0 [0xa0fec544 0x0] 

    next hop 12.12.12.12 

    local adjacency 
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     local label 91000      labels imposed {82014} 

 
When XRv11 sends traffic to XRv14, the SR label is pushed first (to get from XRv12 to XRv14), followed 
by the TE label (gets from XRv11 to XRv12). 
 
RP/0/0/CPU0:XRv11#traceroute 14.14.14.14 

Type escape sequence to abort. 

Tracing the route to 14.14.14.14 

 

 1  13.0.0.13 [MPLS: Labels 93003/82014 Exp 0] 29 msec  29 msec  29 msec  

 2  23.0.0.12 [MPLS: Label 82014 Exp 0] 29 msec  29 msec  29 msec  

 3  24.0.0.14 29 msec  *  19 msec 

 
We can quickly test VPNv4 traffic also. We expect the label stack to remain the same except now the 
first label pushed (bottom-most) is the VPNv4 label allocated by XRv14 for its VPN route.  The VPNv4 
BGP topology is not discussed in detail. 
 
RP/0/0/CPU0:XRv11#show bgp vpnv4 unicast vrf A 100.14.14.14/32 

BGP routing table entry for 100.14.14.14/32, Route Distinguisher: 1:1 

[snip] 

    14.14.14.14 (metric 20) from 12.12.12.12 (14.14.14.14) 

      Received Label 94007 

      Origin incomplete, metric 0, localpref 100, valid, internal, best, 

group-best, import-candidate, imported 

      Received Path ID 0, Local Path ID 1, version 26 

      Extended community: RT:1:1  

      Originator: 14.14.14.14, Cluster list: 12.12.12.12 

      Source VRF: A, Source Route Distinguisher: 1:1 

 
The bottom-most label is 94007 now, with the TE and SR labels remaining in the same sequence. In 
summary, SR has replaced LDP, and simplifies basic RSVP-TE configuration for TE tunnels not directly 
configured PE to PE. SR-TE was not made available until XR version 5.3.1, which was released after this 
was tested and documented. 
 
RP/0/0/CPU0:XRv11#traceroute vrf A 100.14.14.14                

Type escape sequence to abort. 

Tracing the route to 100.14.14.14 

 

 1  13.0.0.13 [MPLS: Labels 93003/82014/94007 Exp 0] 39 msec  39 msec  49 

msec  

 2  23.0.0.12 [MPLS: Labels 82014/94007 Exp 0] 29 msec  59 msec  129 msec  

 3  24.0.0.14 89 msec  *  29 msec  

 
When the route is learned via the TE tunnel but not via IS-IS (such as using a static route), the SR label 
cannot be used. Because SR is heavily synchronized with a specific IGP (not generic like LDP), routes 
from that exact IGP must be used when using TE. 
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RP/0/0/CPU0:XRv11#show route ipv4 unicast 14.14.14.14/32 

Routing entry for 14.14.14.14/32 

  Known via "static", distance 1, metric 0 (connected) 

  Routing Descriptor Blocks 

    directly connected, via tunnel-te18 

      Route metric is 0 

  No advertising protos.  

 

RP/0/0/CPU0:XRv11#show cef ipv4 14.14.14.14/32 

[snip] 

   via tunnel-te18, 3 dependencies, weight 0, class 0 [flags 0x8] 

    path-idx 0 NHID 0x0 [0xa0fec49c 0xa0fec544] 

    local adjacency 

     local label 91000      labels imposed {ImplNull} 

 
As expected, XRv13 performs PHP of the RSVP-TE label, which will reveal either the raw IP packet or the 
VPNv4 label to XRv13. VPN connectivity is now broken. This could be considered a limitation of replacing 
LDP with SR as "autoroute destination" or static routing into a TE tunnel may not always work 
(autoroute destination is not supported on XRv 5.3.0, but works in XE). I theorize that the reason the CEF 
entry says implicit-null versus “None” is because the static route references the TE tunnel directly, 
making it appear attached. The lack of an MPLS at the second entry indicates a broken transport LSP. 
 
RP/0/0/CPU0:XRv11#traceroute 14.14.14.14  

Type escape sequence to abort. 

Tracing the route to 14.14.14.14 

 

 1  13.0.0.13 [MPLS: Label 93003 Exp 0] 19 msec  19 msec  59 msec  

 2  23.0.0.12 79 msec  29 msec  69 msec  

 3  24.0.0.14 19 msec  *  19 msec  

 
RP/0/0/CPU0:XRv11#traceroute vrf A 100.14.14.14                

Type escape sequence to abort. 

Tracing the route to 100.14.14.14 

 

 1   *  *  *  

 2  [snip] 

 
TE forwarding adjacency is an alternative to static routing and autoroute which creates a link in the 
LSPDB for IS-IS or LSDB for OSPF. It requires TE tunnels on both sides, so a TE tunnel must be added to 
XRv12 back to XRv11. The paths do not need to be symmetric, though. The IS-IS metric on the tunnel is 
reduced to 5 so that it is the preferred path between XRv11 and XRv12. This feature is documented in 
the TE section but is demonstrated here to test SR specifically. Only the tunnel on XRv11 is shown. 
 
! XRv11 

interface tunnel-te18 
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 forwarding-adjacency 

 

router isis 1 

 interface tunnel-te18 

  address-family ipv4 unicast 

   metric 5 

 

RP/0/0/CPU0:XRv11#show isis topology systemid XRv12 

IS-IS 1 paths to IPv4 Unicast (Level-2) routers 

System Id       Metric  Next-Hop        Interface       SNPA           

XRv12           5       XRv12           tt18            *PtoP*        

 
RP/0/0/CPU0:XRv12#show isis topology systemid XRv11 

IS-IS 1 paths to IPv4 Unicast (Level-2) routers 

System Id       Metric  Next-Hop        Interface       SNPA           

XRv11           5       XRv11           tt18            *PtoP*         

 
As expected, VPN traffic works again because the route is learned via IS-IS. As long as the route is IS-IS 
(forwarding-adjacency or autoroute announce), RSVP-TE with SR will work. 
 
RP/0/0/CPU0:XRv11#show route ipv4 unicast 14.14.14.14 

Routing entry for 14.14.14.14/32 

  Known via "isis 1", distance 115, metric 15, type level-2 

  Routing Descriptor Blocks 

    12.12.12.12, from 14.14.14.14, via tunnel-te18 

      Route metric is 15 

  No advertising protos.  

 
RP/0/0/CPU0:XRv11#show cef ipv4 14.14.14.14/32 

[snip] 

   via 12.12.12.12, tunnel-te18, 9 dependencies, weight 0, class 0 [flags 

0x0] 

    path-idx 0 NHID 0x0 [0xa0fec544 0x0] 

    next hop 12.12.12.12 

    local adjacency 

     local label 91000      labels imposed {82014} 

 
RP/0/0/CPU0:XRv11#traceroute vrf A 100.14.14.14  

Type escape sequence to abort. 

Tracing the route to 100.14.14.14 

 

 1  13.0.0.13 [MPLS: Labels 93003/82014/94007 Exp 0] 39 msec  49 msec  39 

msec  

 2  23.0.0.12 [MPLS: Labels 82014/94007 Exp 0] 39 msec  49 msec  69 msec  

 3  24.0.0.14 39 msec  *  39 msec  

 
SR can also use a mapping server to allocate prefix-SIDs. In an SR deployment without a mapping server, 
prefix-SIDs are locally assigned based on the SRGB by each LSR, much like any other dynamic label 
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allocation. Mappings cannot be shared between IS-IS processes and are not VRF aware (currently). The 
SR mapping server (SRMS) configuration is straightforward. A range of prefixes is configured starting 
with the first entry, followed by a starting SID value, followed by a range value. To be clear, the current 
SRMS support is for prefix-sid only; adjacency-sid is still allocated by each device (using the global MPLS 
label range) per IS-IS link and not per prefix. A common use case of the SRMS is SR/LDP interworking, 
where not all routers support SR or a migration is occurring. CSR8 and CSR9 are running LDP in IS-IS L1 
behind XRv14, which is the L1/L2 router. So far, these CSRs have not participated in the demonstration. 
All L2 loopbacks are leaked into L1 and no default route (via AT-bit) exists as all routers share an IS-IS 
area. Routers in the SR domain still need to label-switch traffic to CSR9. Because XRv14 is running LDP 
with CSR8, the LSP from CSR9 to XRv11 works fine, but the opposite way does not. 
 
CSR9#traceroute 11.11.11.11 source 9.9.9.9 

Type escape sequence to abort. 

Tracing the route to 11.11.11.11 

VRF info: (vrf in name/id, vrf out name/id) 

  1 89.0.0.8 [MPLS: Label 8000 Exp 0] 32 msec 25 msec 25 msec 

  2 48.0.0.14 [MPLS: Label 94004 Exp 0] 25 msec 25 msec 25 msec 

  3 24.0.0.12 [MPLS: Label 82011 Exp 0] 25 msec 25 msec 25 msec 

  4 12.0.0.11 25 msec *  24 msec 

 
RP/0/0/CPU0:XRv11#traceroute 9.9.9.9 source 11.11.11.11 

Type escape sequence to abort. 

Tracing the route to 9.9.9.9 

 

 1  12.0.0.12 9 msec  0 msec  0 msec  

 2  24.0.0.14 19 msec  39 msec  29 msec  

 3  48.0.0.8 [MPLS: Label 8005 Exp 0] 29 msec  29 msec  39 msec  

 4  89.0.0.9 29 msec  *  19 msec  

 
We can configure SRMS on any of the routers, even one that is out of band (kind of like PfR master 
controllers). Consider this example where XRv11 is the SRMS. Normally if your addresses are contiguous, 
you can use larger numbers with the "range" keyword to allocate prefix-sid values in bulk fashion rather 
than by individual prefix, as I did. I wanted to use easy numbers for demonstration. In this case, all 
routers now use the indices of 88 and 99 to represent 8.8.8.8/32 and 9.9.9.9/32, respectively, and 
generate MPLS labels by adding this to their SRGB lower bound. A better example would be that all your 
loopbacks are /32s in the range of 10.10.10.0/24. You could use the “range 256” modifier to cover the 
range of 0 – 255, covering prefixes 10.10.10.0/32, 10.10.10.1/32 … 10.10.10.255/32. 
 
! XRv11 

segment-routing 

 mapping-server 

  prefix-sid-map 

   address-family ipv4 

    8.8.8.8/32 88 range 1 

    9.9.9.9/32 99 range 1 
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A key component to SRMS working is configuring ISIS to advertise this information. Without this 
command on the SRMS, the local LSP will not contain the SID mappings. 
 
! XRv11 

router isis 1 

 address-family ipv4 unicast 

  segment-routing prefix-sid-map advertise-local 

 
Likewise on all of the clients, they all must honor these markings. This also must be configured on XRv11 
or else it cannot label switch to destinations identified in the SRMS (even though it is the same device). 
 
! All SR routers 

router isis 1 

 address-family ipv4 unicast 

  segment-routing prefix-sid-map receive 

 
The mapping server adds these SID bindings to its IS-IS LSP via the prefix-sid Sub-TLV. Everyone else in 
IS-IS level 2 can see this, which encompasses the entire SR domain. Rather than advertise thousands of 
SIDs, it takes the mapping values (prefix, start index, and range) and advertises those only. Each router 
independently can calculate the proper prefix-SIDs based on this, assuming they have the routes. This is 
why loopback addresses allocated in contiguous blocks improves SR scalability when interworking with 
LDP. 
 
RP/0/0/CPU0:XRv11#show isis database verbose XRv11.00-00 | begin SID Binding 

  SID Binding:  8.8.8.8/32 F:0 M:0 Weight:0 Range:1 

    SID: Start:88, R:0 N:0 P:0 E:0 V:0 L:0 

  SID Binding:  9.9.9.9/32 F:0 M:0 Weight:0 Range:1 

    SID: Start:99, R:0 N:0 P:0 E:0 V:0 L:0 

 
Let's manually trace the LSP from XRv11 to CSR9. First, XRv11 should be using a label allocated by XRv12, 
since IS-IS routes us that way. 82099 is the SR label generated by XRv12 (82000 + 99, where 82000 is the 
SRGB lower bound for XRv12 and 99 is the SRMS' manual index for the prefix 9.9.9.9/32). 
 
RP/0/0/CPU0:XRv11#show route ipv4 9.9.9.9/32 

Routing entry for 9.9.9.9/32 

  Known via "isis 1", distance 115, metric 40, type level-2 

  Routing Descriptor Blocks 

    12.0.0.12, from 14.14.14.14, via GigabitEthernet0/0/0/0.512 

      Route metric is 40 

  No advertising protos.  

 
RP/0/0/CPU0:XRv11#show mpls forwarding prefix 9.9.9.9/32 

Local  Outgoing    Prefix             Outgoing     Next Hop        Bytes        

Label  Label       or ID              Interface                    Switched     
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------ ----------- ------------------ ------------ --------------- ---------- 

91012  82099       9.9.9.9/32         Gi0/0/0/0.512 12.0.0.12       768        

 
XRv12 performs a swap to the SR label allocated by XRv14, which is 84099 (84000 + 99). So far, this is 
basic SR label switching. 
 
RP/0/0/CPU0:XRv12#show mpls forwarding labels 82099 

Local  Outgoing    Prefix             Outgoing     Next Hop        Bytes        

Label  Label       or ID              Interface                    Switched     

------ ----------- ------------------ ------------ --------------- ---------- 

82099  84099       No ID              Gi0/0/0/0.524 24.0.0.14       2790           

 
Next, XRv14 performs a swap to the LDP label allocated by CSR8. We can see this is an LDP label by 
verifying the LDP bindings. XRv14 is the point of SR/LDP interworking in this design. 
 
RP/0/0/CPU0:XRv14#show mpls forwarding labels 84099 

Local  Outgoing    Prefix             Outgoing     Next Hop        Bytes        

Label  Label       or ID              Interface                    Switched     

------ ----------- ------------------ ------------ --------------- ---------- 

84099  8005        No ID              Gi0/0/0/0.548 48.0.0.8        4032         

 
RP/0/0/CPU0:XRv14#show mpls ldp bindings 9.9.9.9/32 

9.9.9.9/32, rev 26 

        Local binding: label: 94011 

        Remote bindings: (1 peers) 

            Peer                Label     

            -----------------   --------- 

            8.8.8.8:0           8005      

 
Next, CSR8 performs PHP and forwards the traffic to CSR9. This is the end of the LSP. 
 
CSR8#show mpls forwarding-table labels 8005 

Local      Outgoing   Prefix           Bytes Label   Outgoing   Next Hop     

Label      Label      or Tunnel Id     Switched      interface               

8005       Pop Label  9.9.9.9/32       5802          Gi2.589    89.0.0.9     

 

Finally, we perform a trace route from XRv11 to verify the label stack at each hop. 
 
RP/0/0/CPU0:XRv11#traceroute 9.9.9.9 source 11.11.11.11     

Type escape sequence to abort. 

Tracing the route to 9.9.9.9 

 

 1  12.0.0.12 [MPLS: Label 82099 Exp 0] 49 msec  39 msec  39 msec  

 2  24.0.0.14 [MPLS: Label 84099 Exp 0] 119 msec  39 msec  49 msec  

 3  48.0.0.8 [MPLS: Label 8005 Exp 0] 59 msec  139 msec  109 msec  

 4  89.0.0.9 79 msec  *  49 msec  
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SR has some minor options related to the prefix-SID that are worth mentioning. When enabling “prefix-
sid” under a loopback, you can specify how to treat the node flag (n-flag) and explicit null e-flag). Explicit 
null is used for long pipe and uniform QoS models and is documented elsewhere in this book. LDP, BGP, 
and RSVP-TE all support explicit-null for this purpose as well. The N-flag is specific to SR and, if set, 
identifies the router itself. It's normally set on loopback interfaces and is meant to differentiate nodes 
from links. The mapping server seems to clear all flags and does not give options to set any (at this time), 
so adjusting these options with LDP interworking appears limited. The P-flag stands for "no-PHP" flag 
and does not appear directly configurable, and seems a little redundant since if exp-null is set, then no-
PHP should also be set. If exp-null is clear, no-PHP should be clear. The output below shows a second 
loopback configured on XRv14 with the E-flag set and the N-flag clear (neither setting is a default). An 
interesting note about the N-flag is that the routers must ignore the N-flag if it is set on a prefix that is 
not /32 (IPv4) or /128 (IPv6), as it is meant to represent a stable transport address for LSPs. 
 
! XRv14 

router isis 1 

 interface Loopback1 

  address-family ipv4 unicast 

   prefix-sid index 1 explicit-null n-flag-clear 

 
A quick look at the database reveals the differences between the default-configuration on 
14.14.14.14/32 versus the customized configuration on 14.14.14.1/32. The R, V, and L flags are defined 
in the draft RFCs and do not appear directly configurable in XR version 5.3.0. We also see a correlation 
between the P-flag and E-flag as discussed above. 
 
RP/0/0/CPU0:XRv14#show isis database verbose XRv14.00-00 

[snip] 

  Metric: 0          IP-Extended 14.14.14.1/32 

    Prefix-SID Index: 1, R:0 N:0 P:1 E:1 V:0 L:0 

  Metric: 0          IP-Extended 14.14.14.14/32 

    Prefix-SID Index: 14, R:0 N:1 P:0 E:0 V:0 L:0 

 
Let's quickly trace the LSP to see if exp-null is being used when sending traffic toXRv14’s new loopback. 
XRv11 shows the SR label for 14.14.14.1/32 via XRv12 (82000 + 1). The number 1 is the index used to 
identify that loopback (the prefix-sid index). 
 
RP/0/0/CPU0:XRv11#show mpls forwarding prefix 14.14.14.1/32 

Local  Outgoing    Prefix             Outgoing     Next Hop        Bytes        

Label  Label       or ID              Interface                    Switched     

------ ----------- ------------------ ------------ --------------- ---------- 

91008  82001       14.14.14.1/32      Gi0/0/0/0.512 12.0.0.12       192         

 
XRv12 performs a swap to label explicit-null (label 0 for IPv4), thus delivering the topmost EXP markings 
intact to XRv14 at the end of the LSP. 
 


